Displaced People in Nigeria
In June, officials ordered thousands of displaced people to return to an unsafe area. Returnees say their home area of Guzamala in the northeast is not safe and they cannot earn a living there. The roughly 2,000 Guzamala returnees are part of more than 7.7 million people in Nigeria's northeast who need aid to survive in one of the world's biggest humanitarian crises. Pray for safety and access to food and housing for these returnees.

North Korean Aid Crisis
In N. Korea, 40% of the population need humanitarian assistance and about 20% of children suffer from malnutrition, according to U.N. estimates. This month, the IFRC said North Korea faces a “full-blown food security crisis” after state media warned of an “unprecedented natural disaster” due to a heat wave, and international sanctions are preventing relief organizations from reaching the neediest people. Pray for those who suffer with hunger.

Recovery on Hawaii
Flash flood warnings were issued on Tuesday for the Hawaiian island of Kauai, with some residents evacuated and others stranded by high water. Hawaii was spared a direct hit from a major hurricane as Lane diminished to a tropical storm as it approached and then drifted west, further from land. Although the storm was downgraded, it still brought nearly four feet of rain. Pray for residents as they rebuild and recover.